REDEFINE YOUR
DOMESTIC PAYMENT SCHEME

®

One platform. One payment experience.

Domestic payment schemes
have been under siege from
the international card schemes
for many years. And despite
their high costs and restrictive
practices, the international
schemes continue to take market
share away from domestic
schemes. Even with the support
of their central banks, local
banking industries struggle to
compete with the market power
of international behemoths Visa
and Mastercard.

But there are changes happening right now in local
markets that are creating new opportunities for central
banks and their local banking industries to fight back
and regain control of their domestic payments. Through
a confluence of technology and market conditions,
the market is ripe for central banks to realise goals
of achieving “cash-lite” and inclusive economies with
greater control over data sovereignty, reduced fraud,
and lower costs. Achieving this means pivoting to a new
payment scheme: one that doesn’t compete with banks
or payment gateways, but instead can be used for all
payment scenarios, that increases domestic security and
control, and boosts user adoption.

One platform. One
payment experience.
Responding to the rapidly changing payments landscape,
Bluechain has created a payment platform that enables
central banks to collaborate with national payment
switches and banks to create a new domestic payments
scheme. Bluechain shifts control of the domestic
payments market away from the international card
schemes back to national regulators and the domestic
payments industry.
And unlike the card schemes, Bluechain works in every
payment scenario, including online, in-store, P2P and
electronic bill payments. And in each scenario, Bluechain
delivers major benefits to banks, merchants and
consumers alike: lower fraud rates and lower overheads
for banks, lower fees and greater fee transparency for
merchants, and more choice, more convenience, and an
uncomplicated payment experience for consumers.

Domestic scheme with
international recognition
Approximately 95 percent of all payment transactions are
domestic and do not require cross-border settlement
by international schemes. Bypassing the international
schemes for domestic payments delivers major cost
savings. But history shows that domestic schemes must
also support cross-border transactions to meet the
needs of today’s highly mobile and connected consumer.
Bluechain offers the best of both worlds: each domestic
Bluechain payment hub is locally managed and operated,
but is linked to an international spine, which enables
rapid settlement of cross-border trades.

Secures mobile payments
on any open network
Bluechain leverages a new security paradigm that
eliminates the need for exposing cardholder data or bank
account details during a transaction. The transmission of
the transaction can be via any open network, including
Bluetooth and Wi-Fi, without loss of security, creating a
seamless payment experience.

Fosters financial inclusion
Today, more than 2.5 billion adults do not have access
to a bank account, severely limiting their ability to
electronically send and receive payments, interact
with merchants, or conduct other types of commerce.
The telco payment systems currently available to the
unbanked are closed-loop, push-only transactions,
which are generally inefficient, unsecure, and expensive.
Payments are typically done through agents or telcos
by cash or high-fee based money orders. This often
results in excessively high percentage costs on low-value
transactions, which disadvantages the poor most.
Bluechain can provide consumers with immediate pushpull transactions across real-time payment settlements
using new or existing banking relationships. Bluechain
works directly with local banks, so there is no reliance
on an agent or a physical branch presence, resulting in
lowering costs, in some cases by as much as 90 percent.
The banks have significant advantages over telcos in
offering this service as they can also offer low-cost
merchant onboarding, microfinance, and interest on
existing balances.
By leveraging mobile technology, which some 5 billion
adults have access to across the globe, Bluechain
gives the unbanked easy access to the financial
system, promoting a cash-lite society and economic
transparency.

Bluechain becomes the single point of connection
in the new national payments network
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Reduces fraud and data
breaches

Low-cost merchant
acquisition

Bluechain’s eliminates the need to expose cardholder
data during a transaction, including online, in-store, P2P
and electronic bill payments. With Bluechain’s patented
security technology, the identities of both parties and
their account or card details are never revealed, during
or after the transaction, providing the ultimate level of
security.

Merchants can accept Bluechain transactions on their
existing iOS, Android or Windows tablets or smartphones
without the need for dedicated and expensive merchant
hardware. With the addition of the optional cardreader,
Bluechain merchants can also accept non-Bluechain (e.g.
Visa/Mastercard) payments on the same device. And
the Bluechain GlobalCard bridges the gap by allowing
Bluechain customers to purchase from non-Bluechain
merchants, in-store, over the phone or on the Internet.
A user can also be configured as both a consumer and
a merchant, allowing smaller businesses or those with
lesser transaction volumes to automate and accept
payments without a complicated and costly POS system.

Every transaction must be approved by the account
holder, so funds cannot be debited from the user’s
account without their approval. And if the user’s mobile
device is lost or stolen, the Bluechain app is fully
protected to prevent unauthorised use.
Bluechain securely binds the validated identities of
both parties to the transaction details and the accountholder’s payment authorisation. Each eCard is associated
with an owner-registered device, so every authorised
transaction has a unique signature which cannot be
reused or replicated.

Protects data sovereignty
All account and card data can be domestically owned,
maintaining data sovereignty and protecting domestic
industries from foreign political interference via
international schemes domiciled abroad.

Frictionless transition
Although Bluechain is built on a radically different
security paradigm, Bluechain is not a disruptor—it
works alongside and supports traditional card-based
technologies. This enables merchants and consumers to
migrate at their own pace, avoiding the need for highrisk or high-cost roll-outs of new banking systems and
merchant hardware. Licensing is on a per-transaction
basis, which enables member banks to deploy merchant
and customer solutions with a minimal upfront
investment.

For more information about Bluechain
mobile payment technology visit
www.bluechain.com
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